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                              SYNOPSIS
 A technique is introduced for estimating the phase spectrum of the desired signal from
an observation and a few a priori informations and the signal restorations are presented
as an application. The discussion about the characteristics of this technique is included
by comparing the results of this method with that obtained by the Wiener filtering.

1. INTRODUCTION
  For restoring the signal from the blurred observation the optimal linear filter (Wiener)
is in general used. This is the linear filter whose mean square estimation error is mini-

mum.
  Bpt the phase spectrum of the output of this filter (i.e. restored signal) depends much on

that of the observation. In fact under the some condition the phase spectrum of the out-
put is equal to that of the observation.
  This would be one of the defects of the optimum linear filter since generally the phase
spectrum of the desired signal is not equal to that of the observation when it is degraded by

the noise.

  In this paper we will consider an approach to estimating the phase spectrum of the de-
sired signal from the blurred observation. As its application the image restoration is
also considered. Further we discuss the characteristics of the results by comparing it
with that restored by optimum linear filtering.

2. PHASESPECTRUM ESTIMATION
 The observation model is given .as

             or(ti, t2)== S,, S,, h(Ti, T2)f(ti-Ti, t2 -- T2)dTidT2+v(ti, t2) (1)

where y(ti, t2) is an observed signal and h(ti, t2) is a known two dimensional impulse
response often called a point-spread-function in the image processing. f(ti, t2) is a de-
sired signal and v(ti, t2) is an observation noise with zero mean and known covariance.
v(ti, t2) may or may not correlate withf(ti, t2).

  With
        j,, S,, h(Ti, T2)f(ti -- Ti, t2-T2)dT,dT,=h(t,, t,)Åqg)Je(t,, t,)A f.(t,, t,) (2)

Eq. (1) is rewritten as

                       or(ti, t2)=fh(ti, t2)+V(ti, t2) (1)'
where Q sign is a convolution operator.
  Now, assuming thatfh(ti, t2) is known, we obtain from Eq. (1)'
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                   or(ti, t2) "-fh(ti, t2) == V(ti, t2) lfh(ti, t2)•

  The autocorrelation of the above equation isi)

              E{E[(or(t,, t,) --f,(t,, t,)) (y(tl, tS) •--f,(tl, tS)) lf,(t,, t,)]} •

              =E{E[v(t,, t,)v(tl, tS) lf,(t,, t2)]} •

  Thus we can get

                   E[(,)e(ti, t2)-fh(ti, t2))(or(tl, tS) --fh(tl, tS))]

                   ==E[v(t,, t,)v(tl, t5)]. (3)
  Assuming r(ti, t2),fh(ti, t2) and v(ti, t2) are stationary processes, Eq. (3) can be
rewrltten as

     ipyy(ti "' tl, t2 - tS) + ipfhfh(ti - tl, t2 - tS) - ipfhy(ti - tl, t2 - tS) -"' ipyrh(ti - tl, t2 - tS)

     =ipvv(ti-tl, t2-tS) (4)
where

              ipyy(ti-tl, t2-tS)==E[or(ti, t2)'Y(tl, tS)]

              ipf,f,(t, - tl, t, - tS)=E[f,(t,, t,) •f.(tl, tS)]

              ipf.y(ti '- tl, t2 - tS)=E[fh(ti, t2) •oe(tl, tS)]

              ipyfh(ti-tl, t2- tS)=E[or(ti, t2) 'fh(t{, tS)]

              di..(t, -- t',, t, - tS)=E[v(t,, t,) • v(tl, tS)] .

Taking Fourier transform of both sides of Eq. (4),

(5)

      qyy(tu1, tu2)+ ipfhfh(tu1, tu2)- lqfhy(tu1, tu2) l e-je(coi,tu2) - lqyfh(co1, tu2)lejeÅqOi,02)

iS Obtained Where ipyJ,(tu1, ca2), ipf,f,(ca1, tu2), qf,y(tu1, tu2), qyf,(co1, ca2) and q,,(tu1, tu2)

are the Fourier transforms of ipyy(Tl, T2), ipf,f,(Tl, T2), ipf,y(Tl, T2), ipyf,(Tl, T2) and
ipvv(Ti, T2) respectively (i.e. spectral densities or cross spectra).

  e(tui, to2) is the difference of the phase of the complex spectrums of fh(ti, t2) and
or(ti, t2);

                      e(tui, co2)=efh(tui, to2) '- ey(tui, tu2) (7)
where Of.(cai, ca2) and e,(cai, to2) are the phase spectrums of fh(ti, t2) and or(ti, t2)
respectively.

  Since it is well known that

            lqf.y(to1, tu2)I=Vrp,,(tui, tu2)• qf,f,(tui, ca2)=lq,f.(ca1, ca2)l (8)

  Eq. (6) becomes

    qyy(tu1, tu2)+qfhfh(tu1, tu2)"2 qyy(tu1, tu2)'qfhfh(tu1, tu2)'

                            [eje(wt,to2) +2e-je(cat'ca2) ].., (p,,(col, co2). (9)

  Since

                    eje(co1, ca2) + e-je(cat, co2)
                            2 =:cos [e(wi, tu2)]
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we obtain from Eq. (9)

         cos [e(coi, tu2)]= ipYY(to2'ivtuq2,),f.q,ih8h,()ca.t'f.tuf2.)(.-,op, Vts(,9i'tu2) (10)

  From Eq. (2)

                     efh(tui, W2)=eh(coi, tu2)+ef(tui, co2) (11)
where eh(tui, tu2) and ef(tui, tu2) are the phase spectrums of h(ti, t2) and.f(ti, t2).

  Finally from Eqs. (7), (10) and (11) we get

                ef(toi, tu2) =cos-'i qY2y.eqq,f,h.rqhr".fq,vv +e, --eh• (12)

  For the simplicity of the notation in Eq. (12) the arguments are omitted.

  The function cos-i(•) is a two-valued function (i.e. plus or minus) for the domain
(-z, n).
  Thus we must find which sign is true.
  Here we take the following method which may be simple and accurate.
1. With the spectral density and the'candidates of the phase spectrum of fh(ti, t2), we
define +Ph(tui, ca2) and -Ph(cai, tu2) as

                   +fah(tu1, ca2)=Vqf,f.(tu1, tu2)•ejOf',(cai,co2) (13)

                   -Ph(ca1, tu2) == Vqf,f,(to1, tu2)•ejOih(cai,co2) (14)

where

                  b},(cai, tu2)=eh(tui, tu2)+9}(coi, tu2) } as)
                  97.(tu,, tu,)==e,(tu,, ca2)+e7(coi, ca2) J

and O'f(tui, tu2) is a positive value of cos-'(•) and e7(tui, co2) is a negative value of it.

2. Compute Å}Z(tui, tu2) =lÅ}ft:(tui, to2)• Y(tui, tu2)--qf,f,(tui, tu2)l2. (See Appendix)

  If l+Z(coi, co2)-qf.r,•ip,.lÅr1-Z(coi, co2) --" ipJ.f,'qvvl

then -Z(coi, co2) is taken, that is 07.(tui, ca2) is chosen, and if the above inequality is
converse then +Z(cai, to2) is taken, where P:(tui, ca2) is a complex conjugate of frh(ca!, co2)

and Y(coi, tu2) is the Fourier transform of the observation or(ti, t2).

3. RESTORED SIGNAL AND ITS EVALUATION
  From the above discussion the restored signal is expressed in the frequency domain as

                     P(tui, tu2) =Vqff(cai, to2)•ejO,(tui,ca2), (16)
                                              Awhere P(tui, co2) is the Fourier transform of the estimate.f(ti, t2).

  This estimate is no longer the output of the linear optimal filter.

  But the estimate obtained by the linear optimal filtering is not necessarily the best one
because it is optimum if and only if the density functions of the corresponding random
variables are normal. Indeed the estimate given by Eq. (16) may be better than that
obtained by the linear optimal filtering when the spectral densities ipff, q,, and q,y is
completely known. If these spectral densities are unknown we may estimate these quanti-
ties by using MEM [maximum Entropy Method] or CLSE-Wiener method.3)
  In a restoration problem or any other certain problem, we often want the periodgrams
(the spectrums along with the observation) rather than a true spectrum. In such a case
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the CLSE-Wiener method3) may be applied to obtain the periodgrams4) of the correspond-
ing signals. Using these periodgrams our method in this paper is usefu1 to estimate the
phase spectrum and consequently the complex spectrum of the original signal.

4. CONCLUSIONS
  We have shown the method by which the phase spectrum is estimated.
  In general the concept of the phase spectrum has rarely been introduced in restoration
problems.
  We convince that the phase spectrum is one of the important factors in a signal process-
ing as a spectral density is so.

  This paper shows that there is an important relationship between the phase spectrum
and the spectral densities.

  This method can be easily employed when only the knowledges of the corresponding
spectral densities are available.

  Furthermore this is also applied successfu11y when the date length is not necessarily
suMcient because this method is based on the a posteriori information rather than the
a priori information, while, in such a case a linear optimal filter which is based on the
a priori information is not applied successfu11y.
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                               APPENDIX
  Determination of the sigh of the value of the two valued function cos'i( • ) in the region
( -- n, z).

  For the simplicity in notation, one-dimensional signal is considered.
  Two-dimensional signal is also able to treated similarly.
  Since the observation is written as

                            or(t) ==f.(t)+v(t), (A-1)
it is expressed in terms of its Fourier transform;

                            Y(tu) :Fh(co)+V(co) ' (A-2)
where V(co) is the frequency component of Fo"rier-Stieltjes integral of the noise v(t).

  Now we introduce the following quantities.

                    .fi#(co)• Y(to)=.F,*(co)•(F,(co)+ V(co)) (A--3)

                    .- F,* ((o) • Y(co) - -Ph*(co) • (F,(tu)+ V(co)) (A.4)

where +iÅrh((D) and -jih(co) are defined by Eqs. (13) and (14) respectively and .iÅr:(co) and

-Fh"(tu) are those complex conjugates.
  Suppose now that +fah(tu) is true and -Ph(tu) is false;

                       .F,(co)==Fh(co), -fi,(co)4Fh(co) (A-ny5)

then from Eq. (A-3)

       . .P:(co)•Y(ca) =IF,(co)I2+F,*(co)V(tu) (A--6)
and from Eq. (A-4)
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                "P'h"(ca)Y((D) =IFh(co)i2•ej(eth-Oi,) +-F,"(co)V(co) (A-7)
are obtained where

                        .Fh((o) == IFh(co)l • ejOr"h

and

                        Fh(to) = IFh(tu)l • ejefh .

Subtracting IFh(co)I2 from the both sides of Eq. (A-6), we get

                  .IeiV:(tu) . Y(co) --- IF,(ca)l2 :F,*(ca) • V(to) •

 Taking the squared absolute value of the above equation,

             l+Ph"(tu) • Y(tu) - IFh(co)1212 = IF,"(co) • V(co)l2

                                =IFh(co)l2•IV(ca)12 (A-8)
is gotten. Since

                   1Fh(co)l2=qf.f,(tu), lV(tu)l2=q,.(co),

  Eq. (A-8) becomes

                1+Ph"(co)• Y(tu) -- qf,f,(tu)l2 :ipf,J.(co)•q.,(tu)• (A-9)

  Thus we conclude that if Eq. (A-9) is satisfied then the e}.(ca) is true.

  On the otherhand as for the false phase 07,(ca), subtracting IFh(tu)l2 from the both sides

of Eq. (A--7), we get

        -Ph"(co) • Y(cD) - IFh(co)l2 = IFh(co)l2 • (ej(efh-Oi.) -- 1) + .P,"(tu) • V(co)

                          =P(ca)+-fi:(co)V(a)) (A-10)
where

                     P(tu) = IFh(co)12(ej(efh'b7.) - 1) .

  Taking the squared absolute value of the above equation,

l "Ph"(co) • Y(co) - iFh(co)I212 = IP(tu)l2 + l -fi,*((o) • V((o)l2 + P(to) • (fa:(co) • V(co))*

                     + P*(co) ( - fr,*(to) V(tu))

                    = lP((D)l2 + 1Fh(co)l21 V(co)12 + 2 • real [P(co) • (-i7:(co) • V(ca))*]

                   == IP(tu)l2 + qf,f,(tu) • q,.(tu) + 2 • real [P(tu) • (-Ph"(tu) • V(tu))"]

                                                             (A--11)

where

              IP(tu)l2 =1IF,(tu)12•(eJ'(erh-Oi,) •-- 1)l2

                   = IFh(co)l4 • Iej(efh-Oi,)-1l2

                   = IFh(co)l4(ej(efh-et-.) -- 1)(e-j(eth-ei,) •-- 1)

                   = 1Fh(a))l4(2 •-- 2 • real ej(efh-ei.))

                   =2•IFh(co)l`(1-cos (ef.-97,)). (A-12)
  Consequently the left hand side of Eq. (A-11) is clearly different from qf,f,(tu) • qvv(w)

when
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                 IP(ca)l21 -2 real [P(ca) •(.- Ph"(ca) • V(w))"] . (A-13)

  If the both sides of Eq. (A-13) are identical, the above evaluation is not available. In
this case we take the following method:
1. Taking the arithmetic mean of the phase spectrum of the neighborhood of the cor-
responding frequency.
2. If q"f(co) is closer to the mean than e7((D), then Q-f(co) is taken as ef(a)).

3. If e7(co) is closer to the mean than O'f(to), then e}(tu) is taken as ef(tu).

  This means that we choose 9f(to) uncorrelated, since if.tÅqt) is a stationary process with

Gaussian distribution its phase spectrum is a process with white uniform distribution.i)
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